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HAPPY EARTH DAY FROM THE GHOSTS' TEAM!
 
I have found that people high in environmental identity are likely to have pro-environmental
attitudes and to behave in more environmentally sustainable ways. They are also more sympathetic
to the needs of animals and likely to support animal rights.
 

IGNORING NATURE NO MORE. Edited by Marc Bekoff.
"Nature and Animals in Human Social Interactions: Fostering Environmental Identity."

Essay by Susan Clayton
 

NEWS
 

In celebration of Earth Month we are excited to announce the highly anticipated release of our DVD!
Buy our DVD today.
 

 
The Ghosts In Our Machine DVD was manufactured with animals and the environment in mind. In
partnership with our Canadian distributor Avi Federgreen of Indiecan, we are setting an example by
releasing a socially conscious documentary wrapped in environmental ‘ghost-free’ packaging... I dare
say, we have increased our compassion footprint. #ForTheGhosts. Read our news release here.

- Liz Marshall, Director, Producer, Writer
 

 
In the first two weeks of April me and Fulfillment Assistant Liam Hart packaged up all our shiny new
Personal “The Ghosts In Our Machine” DVDs, Hot Off The Press, and shipped them out to you - our
generous crowd funding supporters and store customers, including DVD pre-orders dated April 7th
or earlier.  As of April 22nd - Earth Day! - DVD purchases are no longer considered to be “Pre-
Orders”. We are now shipping out DVDs every two weeks.

- Nina Beveridge, Producer
 

GIVE UP THE GHOST
 

Until May 1st you can watch our artfully designed credits from the film on YouTube, they are interlaced
with staggering statistics about animal industries and accompanied by the Radiohead song "Give Up
The Ghost." This haunting, poetic and engaging ending to the film leaves audiences fixated and often
moved to tears. Check it out and please share! Thanks Radiohead for giving us "two thumbs up, artist
approval" for the use of your beautiful song in the film!

 

UPCOMING SCREENINGS
 

It's been a year since our World Premiere at the Hot Docs Film Festival! Demand for the film continues
to rise from prominent and very interesting film festivals. Liz Marshall just returned from Reykjavic,
Iceland, as an example! We are excited to announce upcoming screenings of The Ghosts In Our
Machine in South Korea, Belgium, South Africa, New Zealand, Italy, and throughout the US. Please
visit the Screenings page often from our website for the details and please help us promote upcoming
screenings through social media.
 

Would you like to host a screening of the film? Get started today in 3 steps.

The LizMars' Community Screenings Campaign is working with many motivated and passionate
individuals and organizations around the world!

Here are two featured upcoming events that we are excited about:

OPEN CINEMA PRESENTS CONNECTING THE DOCS: A live National hybrid cinema event
1 documentary, 2 cities, discussion everywhere! Learn all about it here.
 

- VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA April 23rd, Victoria Event Centre Presented by OPEN CINEMA
Connecting the Docs Partnered with Victoria Vegan Fest & Association for the Protection of Fur-
Bearing Animals.

5.30pm PST DOORS (8.30pm EST)
7pm PST FILM  (10pm EST)
9pm PST DISCUSSION (midnight EST)

- TORONTO, ONTARIO April 23rd, Carlton Cinema Director/producer Liz Marshall and
photographer/protagonist Jo-Anne McArthur in attendance for Q&A! Presented by Raindance and
OPEN CINEMA Connecting the Docs in partnership with Toronto Pig Save and Toronto Vegetarian
Association.

6pm EST – Doors open (3pm PST)
6.30pm EST-  Short Films (3.30pm PST)
7pm EST – Film (4pm PST)
8.45pm EST – Discussion (5.45pm PST)

- BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS Thursday, May 8th, from 7:00 PM to 9:30 PM (EST) Cambridge, MA.
Don't miss it! Buy tickets here. Join filmmaker Liz Marshall and photographer/protagonist Jo-Anne
McArthur for the Boston Premiere of The Ghosts in Our Machine documentary. Hosted by NEAVS
(New England Anti-Vivisection Society).
 

OFFICIAL HONOREE
 

We are thrilled to announce that THE GHOSTS IN OUR MACHINE – INTERACTIVE is an Official
Honoree in the Best Use Of Interactive Video category for “Online Film & Video” in the 18th Annual
Webby Awards. Hailed as the “Internet’s highest honor” by The New York Times, The Webby Awards,
presented by the International Academy of Digital Arts and Sciences (IADAS), is the leading
international award honoring excellence on the Internet.
 
 

FEATURED (FORMER) GHOST

The Ghosts In Our Machine / We Animals © 2012

 
Sean piglet, one of Julia’s babies and our vet, Pam Karner, is also there- as are Katie Mokkosian and
Kate Nuetzel, caregivers. Julia was having such a hard time at first nursing, etc. but this was a great
day when she had a good checkup and the babies were doing amazingly well. Julia was the amazing
gestation sow rescued from an industrial pig breeding farm. She was beaten so severely that she went
into shock. Thankfully a staff person audio taped the abuse and the police called us to come and
remove Julia from the farm. She is still here today and loving life on the farm!

Susie Coston
National Shelter Director
Farm Sanctuary

Happy spring from Ghosts Media!

#ForTheGhosts
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Follow on Twitter

Foward to a friend

Like our facebook page and
take part in daily vibrant
conversation about the

Ghosts

The Animal Ambassador program
is supported by:

FEATURED
ANIMAL AMBASSADOR

CANADIAN FEDERATION OF
HUMANE SOCIETIES

 

“The Canadian Federation of
Humane Societies shares a simple
vision with our member societies –
a humane Canada! THE GHOSTS
IN OUR MACHINE explores the
question at the heart of our vision
‘what is our relationship with the
other animals that share our
planet and what should it be?’
Through their artistry, Liz
Marshall and Jo-Anne McArthur
compassionately invite the viewer
into a study of this complex and
often disturbing question – one
that people do their best to avoid
but can trust this film to help them
contextualize it. THE GHOSTS IN
OUR MACHINE creates the
breathing space necessary to
consider our personal relationship
to animals as well our obligation
to the often unseen animals caught
in the large scale industrialization
of society. The answers come from
within but also in the moments
after the film as people share their
experiences, ideas and
commitments. We need more of
the forums that Ghosts creates in
order to move forward and make
change for the animals that we live
with, work with, appreciate and
depend upon – to create a humane
Canada!”

Read more about the Canadian
Federation of Humane Societies
here…
 

The Ghost-Free Journey is
supported by:

    

  
 

A MESSAGE FROM 
DONNA & ROSEMARY

Mentors,
Ghost-Free Journey

Vegan is the new Green!

Earth Day is recognized by
millions of people throughout the
world as a day to honor our planet
and to strive to be more
environmentally friendly. Some
will pledge to use less fuel and
water, clean up their parks and
waterways, plant trees, and
reuse/recycle. However, the most
significant and positive
environmental impact we can
have to sustain our planet, is
choosing a vegan way of life.  

According to a 2010 United
Nations report, meat and dairy
products require more resources
and generate more greenhouse
gasses than do plant-based foods.

In their report, they specifically
state:

“A substantial reduction of
impacts would only be possible
with a substantial worldwide diet
change, away from animal
products.”

 So, if you haven’t already, why
not consider making a pledge this
Earth Day to try a plant-based
diet for a week or perhaps a
month? Join us on The Ghosts Free
Journey Facebook page for tips,
conversation, or questions about
getting started.  We also have
resources and links on
www.theghostsinourmachine.com.

Happy Earth Day!

For the Ghosts,
Donna & Rosemary
GFJ Mentors
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